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B 28/06/15 Storage added
A 15/06/15 Bathroom layout re-arranged
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No.  Date    Amendment
A  15.06.15  window references added
B  29.06.15  Floor Plan amended. Building footprint increased, Storage added.
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No. Date Amendment

Initials
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Received
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Support Services
Ground Floor Plan
Plots: AS 48, 52
Hand 47, 51, 68

First Floor Plan

- Option for Plot 68 added
- Critical dimensions added
- Storage added, first windows amended
- B 16.05.15: Stair windows added
- A 03.03.15: Option for plot 38 added
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Ground Floor Plan
Plots: AS 20, 27, 31
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First Floor Plan
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C 10.07.15 Slight dimension changes
B 28.06.15 Storage added to ground floor,
Bedrooms 2 & 3 amended
A 16.06.15 Landing Window Removed
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